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Who calls the emergency services
when you're not there?

Each week in the UK, there are over 3,000 fires, of which a staggering 
46% are deliberate.* And, 85% of small to medium businesses that suffer 
a major fire either never recover or cease trading within 18 months.** 
Insurance payouts following a fire can take months or even years.

Everyone is at risk of fire, and it’s your responsibility to reduce that risk to 
your business and your employees.

You might have assessed the risk of fire to your workplace, eliminating fire hazards and
implementing emergency evacuation plans, but you won’t always be there.

Apart from the need to protect your people, rebuilding your company after
a fire is a hugely difficult prospect with the combined cost of lost data, working hours and
potentially damaged premises.

Giving you peace of mind 24/7
A monitored fire alarm system not only provides the early warning of a fire, but it’s also 
connected to an Alarm Receiving Centre (ARC). So, if your alarm is triggered — through 
accident or arson — the ARC is alerted within seconds and can contact the emergency 
services for you, giving you that extra peace of mind.



To find out more about BT Redcare:
Please contact your local Fire & Security installer or visit 
www.redcare.bt.com

ARC (Alarm Receiving Centre) 
This is where the alarm systems are monitored and, if an alarm is received, the 
ARC will be in touch with the named key holder or the emergency services.

Alarm Transmission System (ATS)
The whole system that delivers alarm signals from a customer’s premises to 
an ARC.
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Third-party certification assures great performance
EU legislation (EN54) states that fire detection and alarm equipment must have 
third-party certification, which gives you the added reassurance that you 
are purchasing products that meet the highest levels of quality and safety.

We’re proud that our Redcare Classic for Fire alarm signalling system has 
this crucial third-party certification that meets rigorous insurance 
requirements for alarm signalling with fire detection systems.  
This LPS 1277 certification is the strongest assurance you can get that 
your alarm signalling system is the best choice available.

Redcare Classic for Fire uses your existing phone line and provides a 
high-quality monitored alarm system that gives you:
• peace of mind that your premises are fully protected
• fewer false alarms and increased reliability
• reassurance that you’ve chosen a high-quality product
• insurers favour LPS 1277 certified systems

To find out more about how BT Redcare can protect your business: 
call us free on 0800 800 828, email redcare@bt.com, or visit us at www.redcare.bt.com

For further information about carrying out a fire risk assessment visit the government website:
www.gov.uk/workplace-fire-safety-your-responsibilities/fire-risk-assessments

You can also find out more about the EU legislation for the Construction Products regulation by visiting
www.constructionproducts.org.uk/publications/industry-affairs/display/view/construction-products-regulation

About BT Redcare
Redcare is part of BT Group plc and has been a leader in the fire and security market since 1985. 
We are a leading supplier of alarm signalling services in the UK, securing hundreds of thousands 
of homes and businesses with our services.
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